
If saving time on compliance, increasing 

productivity, spending more time advising clients 

and growing your practice are important to 

you, then IRIS Elements is the innovative cloud 

accounting solution to meet that challenge.

For Yorkshire based PY Accountants Ltd, finding a more cost-effective 
solution, which was easy enough to use, and accessible from anywhere, 

is what brought Elements into the practice. In fact, Paul Younger, 

Director of PY Accountants, was one of the first customers to use IRIS 
Elements, and his experience so far has been fantastic!

Paul told us, “I’m not someone who likes change, and I often choose to 

stick to what I know, but with rising costs I knew I needed to at least 

consider what other software was out there and I saw some really 

great things being said online and in forums about IRIS Elements. With 

it being a new product, I really didn’t know anything about it, but I 

knew IRIS and I trusted what was being said by other accountants, so I 

decided to go for it. 
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IRIS Elements gets a great reaction 
from PY Accountants Ltd



Delivering simple, scalable, secure cloud accounting, IRIS Elements helps 

you manage your work whilst supporting your work-life balance, letting you 
operate from anywhere, on any device.

To find out more, click here. 
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Elements 

Working with 125-150 clients focusing  
mainly on tax returns and accounts preparation, 

Paul needed software that was accessible  

and intuitive.

He said, “Since Covid, everything has become more digital, and it’s very 

rare I see any of my clients face to face now. Having software I can 

access anywhere is great, because it means I can speak to my clients 

when I’m on the go, and even if needed, help them whilst on holiday!”

“Though Elements is laid out differently to the previous system I was on, 
it’s been pretty easy for me to pick up and I’ve been able to submit tax 

returns with ease. I’m looking forward to using more of the applications 

available in IRIS Elements going forward, I think that integration will be a 

huge bonus.”

From attracting new clients to onboarding them safely, filing tax returns to 
preparing accounts and managing workflows, IRIS Elements has everything 
you need, all under one roof.


